
RESULTS
Increase
retention

by 30% on
Average

I'd like to get to know you as a person...so tell
me your story.
Answer these 5 questions mindfully and from the heart.
Please write as much as you like but asnwer with at least
two sentences per question.

 

W H A T ' S  I N  I T  F O R  Y O U ?

Competitive advantage by increasing caregivers and client satisfaction.

Immediate financial benefits as a result of increased revenues & retention

Improved operational standardization through recruiter and scheduler

augmentation.

Free up time to source the RIGHT candidates

Focus on candidates you are more likely to hire

Conduct more successful and meaningful interviews

Lesson the likelihood of a bad hire

Increased synergy with schedulers

Know what your scheduler needs are before you hire.

Enhanced ability to make a meaningful match to clients

Retention based matching

Increased optics into staffing pool

Work in conjunction with Recruiters

Decrease "no shows" with proper Caregiver Client match

Owner

 

Recruiter

 

Scheduler

I N T R O D U C T I O N

MiliMatch is a caregiver recruiting & client matching application. Our

application provides a non-invasive augmentation of your recruiting and

scheduling staff, mitigating the risk of a bad hire to ensure greater retention

and client satisfaction.

 

A MiliMatch is not based on AI or a
personality test. Through identifying

and analyzing behavioral patterns
within written text, MiliMatch

utilizes patented technology that
reveals your applicant’s soft skills
that correspond with your client’s

needs, therefore, you know who you
need to hire before you meet them.

HOW IT
WORKS

 

 

Mid-sized
agencies
save on
average
$250k/yr

On average
agencies
increase

revenues by 30%
while decreasing

costs by 30% 85% of
candidates
are hired
through

application
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